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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a well-known classical fact that the compact Riemann surfaces F 
of genus g > 2 depend complex analytically upon 3g - 3 moduli. There 
are various ways to get at these moduli. One rather natural approach is 
by means of Schottky uniformization. The classical Riickkehrschnitt 
Theorem guarantees that the surface F can be represented as a plane 
domain of connectivity 2g whose boundary curves are identified in pairs 
under appropriate linear fractional maps L, ,..., L,. Because such a repre- 
sentation is unique only up to an auxiliary linear fractional transformation, 
we must normalize the L, . It is easy to see, however, that the normalized 
Lk depend upon 3g - 3 complex parameters. The obvious temptation is, 
of course, to use these 3g - 3 parameters as moduli. 
This method was studied by Koebe [21] around 1914 and leads to the 
space of compact Riemann surfaces with Schottky marking. Since then, 
however, relatively little has been published about this space: the classical 
Teichmiiller space has received far more attention. 
In this paper, we shall examine some of the topological and analytic 
properties of four spaces: (1) the space Tg of compact Riemann surfaces 
with Teichmiiller marking; (2) the space U, of compact Riemann 
surfaces with Schottky marking; (3) the space V, of marked Schottky 
groups; and (4) the so-called Schottky-Koebe domain S,, in C3~-3. 
The topological results are developed in Sections 4 and 5, where the 
main result is Theorem A. Because a detailed treatment of the topology 
cannot (to my knowledge) be found anywhere in the literature, a careful 
proof of Theorem A has been given. It is hoped that beginners will find 
this detailed development useful. On the other hand, experts may wish 
to omit the proofs to some of the lemmas. 
* This paper was written as an NSF Graduate Fellow at Stanford University. 
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The analytic results are discussed in Section 6. Apart from some 
notation and Theorem A, this section is independent of the rest of the 
paper. The two main results are Theorems B and C. Theorem B and 
its two proofs give a new perspective to the complex analyticity of the 
classical period matrix. One of the proofs uses some little known, but 
very explicit formulas due to Burnside and Schottky. The Oka pseudo- 
convexity theorem is then applied in Theorem C to prove that the various 
Schottky spaces S, , U, , V, are all domains of holomorphy. 
2. REMARKS ON TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
We begin by making the following conventions: (1) all paths are 
understood to be directed; (2) all homeomorphisms are orientation- 
preserving; (3) self-map = self-homeomorphism; (4) for Riemann 
surfaces Fl and F, , the phrase “homeomorphism q~: Fl + Fz” will mean 
that q is a homeomorphism of Fl onto F2; (5) S = extended plane; (6) 
I = identity (in the appropriate context); (7) LF = linear fractional; 
(8) if x1 ,..., x, are elements of a transformation group G, then [x1 ,..., xm] 
will denote the subgroup of G generated by the x,; (9) the group of 
automorphisms of a group G will be denoted by Aut(G). 
We shall use the concepts of homotopy and isotopy, both free and 
bound, for curves and for maps as given, for example, in [29]. The 
symbols M and N will mean homotopic and homologous, respectively. 
Finally, the concept of a covering space will be used as in [18] and [29]. 
3. REVIEW OF SCHOTTKY GROUPS AND COVERING SURFACES 
In this section we assume that F is a compact Riemann surface of 
genus g > 2. Let {Ak , B,}&,l be a canonical dissection of F such that: 
(i) the various paths Ai and B, have common initial point 0 but are 
otherwise mutually disjoint; (ii) the fundamental group T~(F, 0) is 
freely generated by the Aj, B, apart from the commutator relation 
(A,, B,) *** (A,, Bg) w I. We call [F, {A,, B& a marked surface. 
Let N be the smallest normal subgroup of rl(F, 8) containing the 
paths B,, and let (F, n) d enote the corresponding unramified covering 
surface of F. (P, ) 7~ is called Schottky covering surface of [F, {Ak, B&J. 
Compare [2, pp. 239-2431. 
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The surface P is planar and in the null-class O,, . Hence, by the 
classical Koebe uniformization theorem, we may identify fl with a plane 
domain D. Since D E O,, , every univalent analytic function on D must 
reduce to a LF map. 
The Schottky group 9 of (D, ) rr is defined to be the group of cover 
transformations. Thus Y is a group of LF maps. By the topological 
properties of covering surfaces, 9 acts discontinuously on D: ‘IT = 
++) iff z1 = Lx, for unique L E 9. Use of the topological isomorphism 
9’ z rl(F, tJ)/.A’- s ows, h moreover, that 9 is a free group on g 
generators. 
Next, choose any z0 E D so that “(x0) = 0, and consider the path 
r=(&B,)+&B,) on F. Let 7 = o~i+/?i+cy~-j3i- *** OL~+&+CX~-&- 
be the lift of y starting at x0 . Denote by F1 the simply-connected open 
surface obtained by cutting F along the various paths A, , B, . It follows 
that 7 bounds a region homeomorphic to Fl under VT and that the path jj 
is simple except for g returns to the point z,, . See Fig. 1. 
FIGURE 1 
Similarly, if H denotes the domain of connectivity g + 1 bounded by 
the paths flk+, and F2 the open surface obtained by cutting F along the 
B, paths, then H is homeomorphic to F2 under 7. 
Hence, there must exist unique L, E Y such that Lk(fik-) = &+ 
considered as undirected paths. One may then check that 9’ = [L, ,..., L,] 
and that H is a fundamental region for 9’. Thus, as L ranges over 9, 
the regions L(H) fill out D without overlapping, making {L(H): L E 9} 
a polygonal decomposition of D. 
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It is easily checked that L, maps ext pk- onto int &+. Each L, can 
therefore be written in normal form 
w - ak 
L,: ~ = 
z - ak 
w - b, A,----- 7 z - b, 
with multiplier X, , 0 < 1 h, 1 < 1, attractive fixpoint a, , and repulsive 
fixpoint b, . It is not difficult to see that a, E int pli+ and bk E int rS,-, so 
that the various points ai , 6, are mutually distinct. 
Let us now write D = S-M. Then M = aD and M is an AD null-set. 
By following the polygonal decomposition, it becomes apparent that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points < E M and 
irreducible words W of infinite length in L, , L;l,..., L, , Lil such that 
lim,,, W,(z) = 5 uniformly on D compacta. Here W, is obtained by 
truncating W after k terms. A carefully labeled illustration of this fact 
can be found in [6, pp. 346-3471. In this way, we determine a lexico- 
graphic ordering of the points of the singular set M. It follows at once 
that {ai , b, ,..., aB , b,} C M. 
The choice of domain D is cIearly modulo an auxiliary LF map. It is 
convenient to exploit this freedom to make the normalization a, = 0, 
6, = co, a2 = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. This normalization determines the data (D, 7~, L, ,..., L,) 
uniquely. Moreover, the region H is also uniquely determined. 
Proof. Suppose that (Dl , nr , Kr ,..., K,) is also possible. Standard 
topological considerations show the existence of a homeomorphism 
q: D -+ D, such that: (i) z-~ 0 y = n; (ii) v 0 L, = K1, 0 9. Because of(i), 
v is a conformal homeomorphism and hence LF. Because K, = ~Lpp-l, 
it follows that KI, has multiplier X,, attractive fixpoint v(a& and repulsive 
nxpoint q(bk). Hence, ~(0) = 0, p( 1) = 1, p( co) = GO, and so p)(z) = a. 
The first assertion follows. 
Suppose next that HI is also available. By means of surface F, , we 
easily see that HI = T(H) f or unique T E 9. But then the sides of HI 
are identified under TL,T-I. Hence, L, = TL,T-I. Because 9 = 
r-4 ,***, &I is a free group, T = I. n 
DEFINITION. Let P, (4, &I] b e any marked compact Riemann 
surface and (D, r, L, ,..., Ls) the corresponding normalized Schottky 
data. The function CD is then defined by 
@: [F, 6% , &H -+ (4 9 .. . . 47). 
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It is clear that under the identification (L, ,..., LQ) +B (aa ,..., a,; b, ,..., be; 
A i ,..., h,) we may regard (L, ,..., L,) as a point in (Y-3. Observe here that 
the points 0, 1, us ,..., ag , co, b, ,,.., b, are mutually distinct. 
We mention finally that the classical Schottky groups have their fib* 
paths mutually disjoint. Region H then has connectivity 2g and arises 
from cutting F along mutually disjoint B, cycles. See, for example, 
[4, p. 3841 or [16, p. 4951 (the Riickkehrschnitt Theorem). 
4. SOME TOPOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 
We now list carefully a number of topological results which will be 
used in Section 5. In stating these results, we shall assume that F and F,, 
denote compact Riemann surfaces of genus g > 2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let there be given two marked surfaces [F, , {Ak , BJ], 
[F, (GZ, , SYk}] with 0, = A, n B, , 0 = a, r~ ~3~ . There then exists a 
homeomorphism f: F,, +Fsuchthatf(Q,) = O,f(AJ =G&,f(B3 =SIk, 
l<k<g. 
Proof. The construction off is easy once F,, and F are dissected into 
simply-connected surfaces via (A, , Bk} and {ak , L?#~). n 
LEMMA 4.2. Let y1 , y2 be two simple closed curves on F which do not 
bound disks, and let fi , fi be two self-homeomorphisms of F. Then: (i) y1 is 
homotopic to yz s&f y1 is isotopic to y2; (ii) fi is homotopic to fi isffi is isotopic 
to fi . Analogous statements hold for bound homotopy and bound isotopy. 
Proof. We refer to [5], [15], and [24]. n 
Suppose next that 8 G F. Each self-map # of F which fixes 0 (orien- 
t&ion-preserving or not) determines an automorphism T$ E Aut[r,(F, O)] 
in an obvious way. 
LEMMA 4.3. The mapping # -+ T6 is onto and induces a one-to-one 
correspondence between bound isotopy classes and Aut[?r,(F, O)]. 
Proof. See, for example, [24, p. 5421 and [30, pp. 111, 1341. n 
A self-map f of a compact Riemann surface F is said to be a deformation 
iff f is isotopic to I. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Given marked surfaces [F, {A, , Bk}] and [F, {a, , ak}] 
such that B, M 9Yk bound, 1 < k <g. There then exists a deformation [ 
of F such that &Bk) = 3k . 
Proof. This result follows by alternately applying [15, p. 91, Theorem 
4.11 and cutting F along the various B, . It is also helpful to visualize the 
relevant homotopies on the universal covering surface of F. n 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that [F, {A,, Bk}] is a marked surface, B = 
A, n B, , and 8 is a deformation such that t(0) = 0, ((BJ M B, bound, 
1 < k < g. Then 4 m I bound. 
Proof. Let {tl: 0 < t < l} b e an isotopy connecting I to [. Let u 
denote the closed path {tt(0): 0 < t < l}. It follows that e(A,) w crlAko, 
md w a-lBko bound, 1 < k <g. Hence, a-lBko M B, bound, 
1 < k < g. By the structure of r,(F, O), it follows that u = I in r,(F, 0); 
see also [15, pp. 91-921. Hence, [(A,) w A,, t(B,) w B, bound. 
Using Lemma 4.3, t is bound isotopic to I. n 
LEMMA 4.6. Given compact surface F and a path {p(t): 0 < t < I} on 
F. Set p(0) = 0. There then exists an isotopy {tl: 0 < t < l} connecting I 
to 5 such that t,(0) = p(t). 
Proof. Straightforward. n 
LEMMA 4.7 (HURWITZ). Let [F, {A, , Bk)] be a marked surface and 9) 
a conformal self-map such that ~J(B,) N Bk, 1 < k <g. Then q = I. 
Proof. We merely recall that an analytic differential on F is uniquely 
determined by its B, periods and refer to [19, p. 4281. n 
5. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SCHOTTKY AND 
TEICHM~~LLER SPACES 
Our primary objective in this section is to prove Theorem A. The 
proof will be carried out in four stages: 
(1) Definitions of the various spaces; 
(2) proof of commutative diagram (5.15) and calculation of the 
fibers; 
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(3) topological properties of Qjr when Tg is supplied with the 
Teichmiiller metric; 
(4) study of (5.15) as a commutative diagram of covering maps. 
Whereas stages 1, 2, 4 will be seen to be basically topological in nature, 
stage 3 requires certain properties of quasi-conformal mappings of plane 
domains. 
We start by fixing a reference surface [F,, , (A, , Bk}] of genus g > 2, 
with 0, = A, n B, . Consider the collection sg of ordered pairs [F,f], 
where F is a compact Riemann surface of genus g and f is a homeo- 
morphism F, -P F. For such ordered pairs, we define A,,t =f(A,J, 
B,,, =f(Bk), and 0, =f(o,). Noting Lemma 4.1, it becomes apparent 
that Fg can be considered to be the collection of all marked surfaces of 
genus g. 
Using the notation of Section 3, we determine the following normalized 
Schottky data: 
[Fo 3 {A,, &cl1 5 D, ~9 Y = [Tkl;=l , ak*, &*, ff, z,,; (5.1.) 
F,fl * D, > rf 3 yf = [&,fl;sl 9 qf 9 S;,, 9 Hf 8 zf - (5.2) 
The homeomorphism f: F,, -+ F lifts to a homeomorphism fi D + D, 
such that: 
7rfof”=fo3r foT, =Lk,f~fl 
P&J> = Zf J:H-H, (5.3) 
k*> = $,f IQ,*> = &,f * 
Of course, some of these items follow from the others. 
Before taking up the formal definitions of Tg , U, , and V, , a few 
informal remarks may be in order. Consider first the classical Teichmiiller 
space, as in [S]. The set of compact Riemann surfaces with Teichmiiller 
marking is essentially just gV . But, to construct a reasonable Teichmiiller 
space TV, one must identify equivalent marked surfaces. Therefore, 
Tg = Fg/a, for an appropriate equivalence relation W, . Two surfaces 
I&f 1 and [G 4 are equivalent mod .?$?I iff there exists a conformal 
homeomorphism y’: F + G such that p of M h. Observe that this 
equivalence relation consists of two parts: one part topological, one part 
modulo conformal equivalence. 
Next, look at the compact surfaces with Schottky marking. In the 
notation of Section 3, these are simply surfaces F with a distinguished 
set of B, paths. Alternatively, they are essentially just the regions H 
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equipped with the identification maps L, . At any rate, by analogy with 
TQ, one would expect that the space U, of compact surfaces with Schottky 
marking can be defined to be U, = flJ92a for the appropriate two-part 
equivalence relation .G%?a . One also suspects that, while the general 
definition of .92a should involve isotopy classes of maps and conformal 
equivalence, the primary example of [F,f] = [F, h] mod 9Z2 will be when 
f(h) = W,), 1 G k <g. 
Turning to the marked Schottky groups Y; = [Lk,r]~=l , observe 
that the regions Hj are discarded. It is therefore conceivable that the 
same marked Schottky group could arise from two nonequivalent regions 
H, . To allow for this possibility, we shall include a space V, = 9J9a 
in our analysis. Incidentally, Remark 5.5 shows that the corresponding 
situation for Fuchsian groups can be ruled out. 
Let us now (formally) define 3 = {#: # is a self-map of F, , $(O,) = 
ql, ~(Bk)~Jlr, 1 <k a?>, with JV as in Section 3. Let 
be the lift of I-I”,=, (#(Ah-), #(Bk)) beginning at x0, for # E 9. There will 
then exist unique T,,, E Y such that Tkpb(qgl) = ok+,& as undirected 
paths. The paths 7 $,& bound a region R, homeomorphic under rr to F, 
cut along the #(BJ. 
We then define: 
%T = (4 E 9: T,., = T,}; (5.4) 
~2 = {a,h E 9: #(Bk) c-a B, in q(F,, , LO,)}. (5.5) 
LEMMA 5.1. As groups, I < g < 9. 
Proof. There are only two assertions which are not immediate: that 
9Z? _C V and that V is a group. Suppose therefore that zj E 32. Using 
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, we determine a self-map f of F,, which fixes 0, , 
is bound isotopic to I, and which has ,$(BJ = B,,,, . Let {cl: 0 ,( t < l} 
be a bound isotopy connecting I to [. Define yt = n”,=, (ft(Ak), t,(B,)), 
and let pt denote the (D, n) lift of yt beginning at x0 . Because Y is dis- 
continuous, the sides of f1 are related via (Tl ,..., T,). Using the region 
determined by ?1 , it is easy to draw the lift of I-J”,, (A,,, , B,,,). It 
follows that 9Y C V. 
We now prove that %’ is a group. Let #, y E %7. Introduce region RJ 
as above: R# is homeomorphic under rr to F,, cut along the #(BJ. From 
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this and Lemma 3.1, we find that: (a) @[8’s, $1 = (T1 ,..., T,); 
(b) Wti): L E 91 is a polygonal decomposition of D; (c) H4 = R,; 
(d) nIT* = 7r. Using the polygonal decompositions {L(H)} and {L(R,)), we 
construct a self-map 6: D -+ D such that: (i) v 0 6 = 4 o n; (ii) $ o Tie = 
Tk o 4; (iii) q(H) = R,; (iv) $(z,) = x,, . Similarly for +. Write E = $0 +i 
It follows then that: (a) rE = $pr; (b) ET, = T,E; (c) E(H) = Rdcp; 
(4 E(xo) = zo - From this we deduce that $9, E %. Similarly #-’ E %‘. 
Thus V is a group. n 
The proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that for each #E Q?, the region R,,, 
serves as a fundamental polygon for the marked Schottky group Y = 
[Tl >..-> TJ. It is important to know to what extent the various funda- 
mental regions R, are topologically equivalent. For the present, we note 
only the following result. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let # E %. Then j?,‘,,, - /I,+ on D and B,,, N B, on F,. 
Proof. Recall the proof of Lemma 5.1. Using the polygonal decom- 
positions and the lexicographic ordering of singular set M, we find that 
P+ w and &+ enclose identical portions of M. Standard considerations 
show that ,B,‘;, N pk+ on D. Passing to the projection map v = rTTs proves 
that B,., N B, on F, . n 
DEFINITION. [F, f ] = [F, h] mod El , Es , Es iff there is a topological 
deformation E of F such that [( 0,) = 0, and h-l(f E %, 9, I, respectively. 
Continuing, IF, f] = [G, k] mod E, , E4 , E6 iff there is a conformal 
homeomorphism q~: F + G such that [G, v of] = [G, h] mod El, Es, Es, 
respectively. We define: 
Ts, = T3-k (5.6) 
uo = %I% (5.7) 
V, = Z$JE, . (5.8) 
It is easy to check via Lemma 5.1 that the Ei are equivalence relations 
on SO. 
LEMMA 5.3. If [F, f] = [G, h] mod Ej , j = 2, 4, 6, then @[F, f] = 
@[G, 4. 
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Proof. It is simple to see that it will suffice to prove @[F,f] = @[F, h] 
for [F, f] = [F, h] mod E1 . 
Fact: If f is a deformation of F, then @[F, f of] = @[F, f]. To prove 
this, form the data (5.2) and let {tl: 0 < t < l> be an isotopy connecting 
I to t. Set y1 = n”,=, (fl(Ak,f), ft(Bk,f)) and determine continuous 
family yt of (D, , rrr) lifts of the yt, such that y0 starts at zf . We easily 
see that the sides of y1 are identified under the L,,f and that the paths 
f1 determine regions R, of connectivity g + 1 which are homeomorphic 
under z-~ to F cut along the paths tl(B,,,). It is not difficult to check that: 
(i) H, = R, ; (ii) {L(RJ: L E Y;> is a polygonal decomposition of D, . 
The fact now follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Returning the proof of the lemma, we may now suppose w.1.o.g. that 
h = f# for some 4 E V. Introduce p as in (5.3) and 4 as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.1, and define the homeomorphism E = fo 4: D + D, . It is 
easy to check that: (i) nrE =j+r = hn-; (ii) ET, = L,,? 0 E; (iii) E(x,) = 
z/ . Using Lemma 3.1, we can now verify that: (a) @[F, h] = @[F,f]; 
(b) E = Ii; (c) Hh = E(H); (d) nh = 7rf. n 
Let us now write 
s, = qq Cc?@. (5.9) 
Using Lemma 5.3, we can define @,: Tg + S, , d+, : U, -+ S, , @,: 
V, --f S, in an obvious fashion. Clearly, these three maps are all onto. 
LEMMA 5.4. S, is open in C3g-3. 
Proof. Choose any x,, E S, and let @[F, f] = x,, . Consider points 
x = (L,,,) E C3g-3 in a small, but fixed, neighborhood W of x0 . The 
undirected paths /3x, and L,,z(&f) will bound a plane domain Hz of 
connectivity g + 1 whose sides are related via the L,,, . Let 97% denote 
the LF group generated by the L,#, . The geometry shows at once that 
{L(H,): L E 9??} is a polygonal decomposition of a plane domain D, and 
that yit is a free group. Observe that D, = D, , ~7~~ = Y; , and that 
Lk,f = Lks, . 
Let F, denote the compact Riemann surface D,jSfic and define 
“x* . D, + F, to be the obvious projection. rz(H,J induces an obvious 
Schottky marking on F, . Completing the homotopy basis and using 
Lemma 4.1 shows at once that x E S, . Thus, S, is open in Cw-3. H 
We must next study the fibers Q;‘(x), @g’(x), @;l(x) for x E S, . 
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To do so set-theoretically, it will clearly suffice to work in a small 
neighborhood W of x,, E S,, . Later on, however, we will need to know 
how the fibers over W vary topologically. It is therfore important to 
construct a family {[Fz ,fJ: x E w> of marked surfaces which vary 
continuously in any reasonable topology given to T, , U, , or V, . Of 
course, @[F, ,f,l = x. 
To accomplish this, refer to the proof of Lemma 5.4. Using polygonal 
decompositions, we readily construct a differentiable family of diffeo- 
morphisms & such that: (i) &: D, + 0,; (ii) &.(z) 3 z near &; (iii) 
+z O Lk. f = J&l! O 6% (iv) &(H,) = Hz; (v) q,,,(z) = x. Corresponding to 
this, we obtain a family of homeomorphisms qua such that: (a) vs: F + Fz; 
(b) q+(Of) = ?r,(zr) = 0,; (c) vz 0 nf = rz 0 & . Consider then the 
marked surfaces [F, , ‘pz of] and write A,,, = pJ,,(A,,,), B,,, = F,(B,,~), 
o$+ = +&(c$f), /?& = Q&). Using Lemma 3.1, it follows that: (i) 
@[F, , ~~ of] = x; (ii) the %a (OS, 71~) Yz, a$,:, &) coincides with 
the data (5.2) for cpz of; (iii) plzf = & 0 3. The family {[Fz , tps of 1: x E w> 
will thus work. 
Suppose now that @[G, h] = X. We know that @[F, , r&l = x. Using 
polygonal decompositions and the lexicographic ordering, we verify that 
D, = D, . Since rh(zl) = nTTh(za) iff r,Jzi) = ~,Jxz), we may construct a 
conformal homeomorphism CL: G + F, such that TV 0 Q = rz . 
It follows then that: (a) [G, h] = [F, , @] mod Ej , j = 2, 4, 6; (b) 
D, = D, = Dub; (c) 7rz = T,,~; (d) Hh = H,,h . To check this, notice that 
for H,, we have ‘rr,(&J = ~q&&J = p(B,J = Bk,uh. Hence, 7rz is a 
conformal homeomorphism of Hh onto F, cut along the paths Bksuh . 
By Lemma 3.1, rz = r& and Hh = Huh . 
We may therefore assume w.1.o.g. that G = F, and rz = rh (i.e., 
p = I above). 
The object is to compare the two surfaces [Fz , h] and [Fz , yzf 1. The 
relevant fundamental regions for Yz are Hh and Hz , respectively. 
However, it can happen that Hz and Hh are not pinned down at the same 
point; that is, z, # zt . In this case, we simply use Lemma 4.6 and the 
proof of Lemma 5.3 to replace h by @z, for an appropriate deformation 
t of F, . We may therefore suppose w.1.o.g. that zh = at and 0, = 0, . 
Define fi = h-%p%f and E = (A)-l o I& 0 3. Clearly, # is a self-map of F,, 
fixing 0, and E is a self-map of D fixing z0 . One finds that: (a) ET, = 
T,E; (b) nE = a&r. W e now claim that 4 E V. To check this, observe 
that n-E(ak+) = #(Ak)*l and rE&*) = #(B,)*l. Thus, rr is a conformal 
homeomorphism of E(H) onto F, cut along the t,b(BJ, and .!& = E(ak*), 
T$,* = E&i). Hence Tk,* = Tk and $ E V. 
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We must next study the marked surfaces [Fz , y,f$], II, E q, more 
deeply. It will be convenient to define 
%ZT = {# E Q?: I/ iu~ I freely}; (5.10) 
%?u ={#Eg: * iu bforsomebE&J}. (5.11) 
Observe that, as groups, %, < %?” < %‘. 
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that & , & are in %Y and that x E W. Then: 
(9 [Fz y P).J~~I = Vz , sfsL21 mod EI; and (4 [F3c9 Y-S&J = [Fz p ~JbJ 
mod E4 , E6 z.. s+@+bz E VU , %?T , respectively. 
Proof. The proofs of (i) and the “if” part of (ii) are straightforward. 
It remains to prove the “only if” portion of (ii). Suppose first that 
P3c P %fAl = rF, Y %fvhl mod E4 . Let p be a conformal self-map of F, 
such that [F, , q~zf#z] = [F3: , Fzf#J mod E, . Then, for some defor- 
mation e of F, , &,f& = q~zf#2+, with # E 3?. Using Lemma 5.2, we 
find that dJ%,,) - iVLA - B,,, . By the result of Hurwitz (Lemma 
4.7), q = I. It follows that +i m z,!I& so that #r’#s E Vu. When # = I, 
we see that &‘#s E VT . n 
Let us now form the following coset decompositions: 
v = ~x$u (with [%?: gu] summands); (5.12) 
gcr = i K$?T (with [VU: VT] summands); (5.13) 
B 
g = c X&@T (with [%‘: UT] summands). (5.14) 
‘x,8 
We assume in these decompositions that I appears as a coset represen- 
tative. It is not difficult to check that the group % decomposes into a 
countable number of bound isotopy classes. For this reason, (5.12)-(5.14) 
are countable decompositions. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the above 
considerations. 
LEMMA 5.6. For each x E Wand with disjoint unions: 
(9 W(x) = &,o IF, , vzfxad C Tg; 
(ii) @Y?(X) = Ua [Fz , sfxal C ug; 
(iii) C&‘(X) = [F, , q,f ] C V, . 
We thus see that QV: V, -+ S, is a one-to-one mapping. 
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The following commutative diagram clearly holds: 
(5.15) 
g 
The n-maps are the obvious projections. Observe that the spaces Tg , 
U, , V, are not yet topologized. 
As we have indicated earlier, Tg will ultimately become the space of 
compact Riemann surfaces with Teichmiiller marking, U, the space of 
compact Riemann surfaces with Schottky marking, and V, the space of 
marked Schottky groups. Because the map QV is one-to-one, our 
definition for V, appears reasonable. See also [14]. The definition 
proposed for U, is also quite reasonable, as is shown by the following 
simple lemma. 
LEMMA 5.7. The following two statements are equivalent: (i) [F, f] = 
[F, h] mod E3; (ii) th ere exists a deformation 5 of F such that .$[Bk,f] = B,,, . 
Proof. It is easy to check that (i) * (ii) using Lemma 4.4. Now let 
(ii) hold. Define b = h-l(f. Clearly b is a self-map of F,, fixing 0, such 
that b(B,) = B, . Thus b E a, and (ii) => (i). n 
Suppose now that T, is provided with the usual Teichmiiller metric, 
which we denote by p (cf. [8] and [9]). 
LEMMA 5.8. The map 0,: Tg -+ S, is continuous. 
Proof. Let [G, , hm] --+ [G, h] in T, . There will then exist quasi- 
conformal (QC) homeomorphisms qm: G -+ G, and deformations &,, of 
G,,, such that qm o h = &,, 0 h, and D(qm) ---t 0. Here D denotes (the 
logarithm of) the maximum dilatation. W.1.o.g. .$m = I because 
[G,, h,] = [G,, L&J in Tg - We determine Schottky data (D, , rh, 
% , Hh, &wJ and (0, , G, Sp, , H,, L,d for [G, hl and [G,, M, 
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respectively, and lift qm to a QC homeomorphism &: D, ---t D, such 
that: (i) nm 0 & = qrn 0 rrh; (ii) &(Hh) = H, ; (iii) & o L,,, = L,,, o qmm; 
(iv) D(qm) = D(&,J. By means of (iii), Dh E O,, , D, E O,, , and standard 
properties of QC mappings (cf. [23, p. 216]), we find that & has a unique 
extensions 4, to a QC self-map of S such that: (a) D(cj,) = D(q,); (b) 
&, fixes 0, 1, CO. Using a normal families argument and D(q,) + 0, we 
deduce that &(z) =F z in the spherical metric (cf. [23, pp. 71-811). 
Therefore L,#, -+ Lk,h as m -+ co and the lemma follows at once. n 
Because T, is connected and QT is continuous, the following result of 
Koebe [21] is immediate. 
LEMMA 5.9. S, is a domain in (Y-3. 
We shall use the notation of Lemma 5.5 in the following result. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let # E %? and W, be an open subset of W. Then 
([Fx , yzf$] : x E W,> is open in Tg . 
Proof. Select any x E W, . We must show that there exists 6 > 0 
such that p([G, h], [Fz, v,,f#]} < 6 implies (a) y = @[G, h] E W,, , and 
$bj [G, hl = I?$, 9 v+,f#l mod E, . Item (a) follows at once from Lemma 
. . 
Suppose now that p{[G, h], [F,, y,f,h]} < 6 for 6 very small. We may 
therefore find a QC homeomorphism q: G --t F, with D(q) < 6 such that 
q = q’tf#h-l. B ecause [G, h] = [F2/ , q+,f,h] mod E, iff [G, hr,kl] = 
[Fy, v,f 1 mod & 7 we may assume w.1.o.g. that # = I. Therefore 
qh[ = y,f, where 5 is a deformation of F,, . Since [G, hE] = [G, h] in 
Tg , we may suppose w.1.o.g. that 4 = I; that is, qh = rp,f. 
Introduce the Schottky data (D, , rrTTh, Yh, Lk,h, Hh , a&, /3&J and 
(D,,~x,~x,LzJL&= k,x, A?,,) for [G, hl and [F, , aJl, respectiveb. 
The map q lifts to a QC homeomorphism @ Dh -+ D, such that: 
(i) rzo~=q~r~; (ii) p”(H,) = Hz; (iii) g 0 Lk,& = L,,, o g; (iv) 4” 0 R = 
+, 08 (v) D(g) = D(q) < 6. Because y = @[G, h], we have 
(Dh 5 nh , Y;,  ,&,h 3 HI,) = P, 9 nh, sp, ,J%.v, f&J. 
Also, as before, 4” has a unique extension 4 to a QC self-map of S such 
that Q fixes 0, 1, co and D(4) = D(q). 
Choose any E > 0. A normal family argument (e.g., [23, pp. 71-811) 
shows that, if S is sufficiently small, x[g(z), ,z] < E for all x E 5’. Here x 
denotes the spherical metric. 
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Recall that a(ZYJ = Hz . By keeping both z and S sufficiently small, it 
becomes geometrically clear that there exists a deformation 7 of G such 
that [G, $1 has Schottky data (D, , ?rh , yY , Lk,g , HU , olkfy , @,,). There 
will then exist an, obvious conformal homeomorphism CL: G + Ffl such 
that p 0 Th = vu and [Fu , pqhl has data (0, , ru , yu , L,,, , f$, $&,, B&,)- 
Therefore Ak,u,,h = Ak,y and Bk,rrJ = Bk,y, and it follows that 
tvh M q+f. Hence, [G; h] = [G, qh] = [FV , vvf] in Tg, as required. n 
LEMMA 5.11. Qi,: TO -+ S, ds a covering map. 
Proof. Choose any x,, E S, and let the notation of Lemma 5.6 apply. 
Define Pa, = {IF,, vzfxa4: x E w> _C Tg. By Lemma 5.10, the Pee are 
mutually disjoint and open. Using the properties of the maps vz , it is 
not difficult to check that, for each Po,B , aT : PorB -+ W is a homeo- 
morphism. Because @$( IV) = (J.,s Pus , we deduce that QT is a covering 
map. n 
THEOREM A. Let S, r Cw-3 carry the usual topology and Tg carry the 
Teichmiiller topology Yg . There is then exactly one way of supplying 
topologies (U, , @& and (V, , Y’J so that (5.15) is a commutative diagram 
of cov-ering maps. In this case, !Dv is a homeomorphism, while Qv and QT 
have countably infkite sheet numbers [U: U,] and [U: U,], respectively. 
Proof. To prove the existence of the topologies, we let @g and Yg be 
the weakest topologies which make the maps rrrV and rrTY continuous. To 
prove that (5.15) is a commutative diagram of covering maps is straight- 
forward using Lemmas 5.6, 5.8, 5.10, and the proof of 5.11. At this point, 
the uniqueness is also clear. Lemma 5.6 implies that the sheet numbers 
of Qirr and QT are [U: U,] and [U: U,], as required. 
It remains to prove that [V: U,] = oz. To do this, we follow a 
suggestion of D. Mumford and observe that by Lemma 4.3, there exists 
#, E 9 such that the corresponding 8, E Aut[?r,(F, , O,)] satisfies: 
where c = (A, , Bl). The self-maps #* are simply Dehn twists. It is 
simple to check that $n E %. Suppose now that I6-,‘#,, M b E 9? freely. 
There must then exist u E 7~i(F~, 0,) such that o%,$JB& w  $JBk) in 
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-ir,(F, , 0,). By virtue of the structure of r,(F,-, , &J (see [15, pp. 91-92]), 
we conclude that u = I and m = n. Therefore, [%: %“I = 00. n 
DEFINITION. (T@ , Y@), (U, , %@), (V@ , V@) will be called the Teich- 
miiller space, the space of compact Riemann surfaces with Schottky 
marking, and the space of marked Schottky groups, respectively. The 
domain S@ C C3ge3 will be called the Schottky-Koebe domain. 
We close this section with a number of miscellaneous remarks. 
Remark 5.1. Because Tg is homeomorphic to R6@-‘j, it follows that Tg 
is the universal covering space of U, , V, , and S, . 
Remark 5.2. A somewhat vague formulation of Theorem A can be 
found in [lo]. 
Remark 5.3. Recall our proof that S, is a domain in C3@-3. Clearly, 
the fact that S, is open is rather elementary. However, our proof of the 
connectedness of S, made essential use of the fact that T, is a connected 
metric space and of distortion theorems for QC mappings. As might be 
expected, it is by no means necessary to exploit Teichmiiller theory to 
prove S, connected: see, for example, [21, pp. 51-981; another proof 
can be given by means of the Schwarz alternating process. Incidentally, 
it is quite instructive to compare these two classical proofs with the 
proof that T, is connected. 
Remark 5.4. It is simple to check that Vr is a normal subgroup of %? 
and that Vr,, = era’. Hence, %?“I%‘= E g/(9 n %‘r). Using Lemma 4.5, 
we conclude that %?J&‘r g the group of bound isotopy classes of 
elements of g. Then, by Lemma 4.3, Vt,/V, g (0 E Aut[n,(F,, , S,)]: 
8(B,) = Bk}. On the basis of this fact, the geometric significance of the 
fibers of nrzi becomes particularly clear. We also see that [gt,: %r] is 
countably infinite. 
Remark 5.5. It turns out that the Fuchsian analogue of Theorem A 
is useful in proving the embedding of T, into R6@e6; see [8, 91. The 
situation for Fuchsian groups is much simpler than that for Schottky 
groups. This stems from the fact that the obvious projection map from 
T, to the space of marked Fuchsian groups is one-to-one. To check this, 
consider a compact Riemann surface F = U/Y, where U is the unit 
,disk and 3 the automorphic group. Suppose that [F,f] and [F, h] give 
rise to fundamental regions R, and R, having the same side-by-side 
identification maps. By a topological deformation of F, we may suppose 
w.1.o.g. that R, and R, are pinned down at the same point. A calculation 
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then shows that the vertices of R, and R, are respectively equal. Hence, 
f&J M h(A,) andf(&) w h&J, bound. By Lemma 4.3,f M h bound. 
The stated result follows at once. A different proof can be found in 
[9, p. 99D]. 
Remark 5.6. There is a natural equivalence between V and the 
conglomeration of fundamental regions H, having identification maps 
Tk . It would therefore seem important to determine the structure of %‘. 
The maps #fi used in the proof of Theorem A provide some useful 
insight into this problem. 
One also wonders whether /3:,& w pk+ freely on D for # E V. Of course, 
Lemma 5.2 gives the corresponding result for homology. It should also 
be observed that, just because pi,* and &+ enclose identical portions of 
singular set M, it does not immediately follow that /I$,, M /&+ freely on 
D; see Fig. 2. 
0 I”’ I- 00 w 
00 
(I> 0 
0 O 00 
00 
0 
0 
FIGURE 2 
6. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF SCHOTTKY AND 
TEICHM~~LLER SPACES 
We begin by taking any [F,f] E fig . Let wk , 1 < k < g, be normalized 
Abelian differentials of the first kind: 
s fG5p 
wk - -6 3k > 
s ItA,) 
wk = Pjk * (6-l) 
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Matrix P = ( pik) is symmetric and has positive definite imaginary part. 
Let (II,, rrr, 3) be Schottky data for [F,f]. We may then write ok = 
~+Jx) dx, where yk(z) is analytic on D, and ~&&z)L’(z) = ~~(2) for all 
LE3. 
LEMMA 6.1. The period matrix ( pik) is single-valued on Tg . 
Proof. Straightforward. 4 
Observe that, by Theorem A, (T, , To) is a topological manifold. The 
following theorem serves to complement an important result of Ahlfors 
PI* 
THEOREM B. The topological manifold (T, , TO) carries exactly one 
complex analytic structure with respect to which period matrix ( pjk) is 
analytic. This structure is simply the obvious one lifted fro,m S, C C3gW3 
via Qr . 
Proof. We shall first prove the uniqueness. 
LEMMA 6.2. There are small open sets in Tg on which the period 
mapping ( pjk) is one-to-one. 
Proof. For a proof using variational methods, see either [l, pp. 54-561 
or [32]. We outline an alternate method of proof as follows. Choose any 
[F, f ] E T, whose group H(F) o conformal self-maps is trivial. Consider f 
the marked Fuschian groups which correspond to the family 
{[Fz, cpzf 1: x E W} of Section 5; see [9]. Taking the obvious lifts and 
applying a normal family argument, one finds that the corresponding 
fundamental regions R, vary continuously. By means of a further 
compactness argument, we deduce that the surfaces F, are conformally 
inequivalent, provided W is sufficiently small. The same proof also shows 
that the groups H(Fz) are all trivial. At any rate, the lemma now follows 
by an application of the classical Torelli theorem [31]. n 
LEMMA 6.3. Let (zl ,..., xn) -+ (w, ,..., w,), m > n, be a one-to-one 
analytic mapping over thepolydisk (1 x1 ) < 1) x a** x (1 z, ) < 1). Then, 
at least one of the n x n Jacobian determinants does not vanish identically. 
Proof. This result is easily proved by induction on m and n, using 
some well-known theorems in several complex variables. See, for 
example, Osgood [27, pp. 12, 13, 149, 1561. The choice of the a-polydisk 
is clearly irrelevant: l 
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To prove the uniqueness,. let A1 and d2 be two admissible complex 
analytic structures on (TV , YJ. Denote the local coordinates by t and s, 
respectively. Using Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, we can easily select 3g - 3 
periods, say, pl ,..., P,,-, , so that the differential form 
does not vanish identically on To . By the complex analyticity of ( pfk) and 
127, PP. 13, 1491, we find that the correspondence t t) p t, s is an 
analytic homeomorphism off div(Q). We can now apply a classical 
removable singularity theorem, as in [27, p. 1911, to conclude that the 
continuous homeomorphism t t)s remains analytic on div(Q). There- 
fore, J%~ is equivalent to A, , and the uniqueness is proved. 
It will now suffice to prove the last assertion of Theorem B. Hence, 
from this point on, we may assume that Tg carries the complex structure 
lifted from S, C V-3. 
We shall use the following notation. Let [F,f] be a point of To and 
w, fl = x0 * Because QT is a local homeomorphism, we have @,: 
N s W for sufficiently small neighborhoods N and IV of [F,f] and x0 , 
respectively. Furthermore, as in Section 5, we can choose surfaces 
[F, ,f,l = @$(x) E N having Schottky data (0, , Y?, L,,, , Hz , a;,+, ,8$,-J 
which varies continuously with x E IV. 
To prove the complex analyticity of ( pjk), it will clearly suffice to 
study a small neighborhood N, as above. Because W is small and the 
normalization used for the fixpoints (ai , b, , cia) was rather arbitrary, we 
may renormalize and assume that co E Hz for all x E IV. Using classical 
area estimates, it follows that the series 
Tg I W412 
2 
is uniformly convergent for x E IV, x E H, (cf. [4, p. 2471 or [16, pp. 
142-1471). Let m be a large integer and define the Poincart series 
Q6; w ; 4 = C 
T’(z)~ 
TE~# CT2 - W)m 
for z E 0, , w E H, n C, and x E W. It is easy to check that Q is analytic 
in z except for poles of order m at the points z = w mod ..Yz. Moreover, 
for L e 9% , 
Q(Lz; w; x)L’(#’ = Q(2; w; x). (6.3) 
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Thus Q(z; w; x) dz? corresponds to a quadratic differential on F, . The 
divisor of Q(x; w; x) dx2 therefore has degree 4g - 4. 
Next consider two distinct point sr and t, in Hz, n C. We may choose 
them so that the divisors of Q(z; s,; x0) dz2 and Q(x; t,; x0) dz2 are 
disjoint. In this case, E = Q(x; s,; xO)/Q(z; t,; x0) will be a nonconstant 
meromorphic function on F%, of order N = 4g - 4 + 2m. We may then 
select another such pair s2, 2 t in Hz, n C and a number c E C so that: 
(i) [-i(c) consists of N distinct points zi ,..., zN mod Y,,; (ii) for r] = 
Q(z; s,; x,)/Q(z; t,; x,,), the points ~(2~) are distinct and finite; (iii) the 
divisors of f and 7 are disjoint. See, for example, [4, p. 2691 or [22, 
pp. 218-2191. For sufficiently small IV, we define 
E(z; x) = Q(z; $1; x)/Q@; t,; x); (6.4) 
rl(z; x) = Q(T ~2; ~/Q(z; t,; 4, 65) 
for z E D, , x E IV. The functions 6(x; X) and v(.z; X) will then be mero- 
morphic in (x, X) and will satisfy items (i)-(iii) above. 
By using the Weierstrass preparation theorem and making straight- 
forward adaptations in the classical proofs to handle the parameter X, 
we can determine a polynomial P(<; 7; x) = CE, Ct-l cik(x) &” with 
coefficients analytic in x, such that for each x E IV: (a) c,,(x) = 1; 
(b) P(<; 7; x) is irreducible; (c) the functions .$ = ((2; x), 77 = ~(x; x) 
uniformize both the locus P(t; ‘I; x) = 0 and the marked surface [F3: ,fJ. 
It follows that F, can be defined by the algebraic equation P(t; 7; X) = 0. 
See, for example, [2, pp. 322-3241 and [27, pp. 114-1151. 
Finally, the algebraic theory of Abelian integrals shows at once that 
the normalized differentials yk(z; x) dx for [Fz ,f,l vary complex 
analytically in x. Cf. [27, pp. 372-3781. An integration along c& now 
shows that (&k) is complex analytic on N. n 
Remark 6.1. For each x E S, , 9% = [&,,I is a marked Schottky 
group. The corresponding Abelian differentials ~~(2; x) dz vary complex 
analyticalIy in x, as seen above. This fact provides an alternate approach 
to results found in [ 111. 
The complex analyticity proof just given was motivated by Koebe 
[21, p. 821. A second proof can be given by way of certain explicit 
formulas of Schottky and Burnside. We shall give only an outline of 
this proof. 
Alternate proof. The basic idea is to prove that the matrix (pi,) is 
real analytic on Tg , yet is complex analytic on some open subset of T, . 
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For, then, by the connectedness of Tg , it is easy to conclude that ( pik) 
must be everywhere complex analytic. 
That ( pik) is real analytic can be proved in several ways. Of course, 
one way is by means of variational techniques. Another way uses the 
Schwarz-Neumann construction of the Abelian integrals (see [27, pp. 
379-3921) and the Schwarz alternating process. 
Suppose next that 0 < Y < 2. It follows immediately from results of 
Burnside [13, pp. 55-571 and Schottky [28, pp. 231-2361 that one can 
choose [F,f] E Fg and small N so that (after renormalization) the series 
converges uniformly for z E HZ , x E IV. See also [6, pp. 349-3511 and 
[16, pp. 160-1671 On the other hand, as shown by Myrberg [25, p. 751, 
for each g > 3, there exist Schottky groups such that C 1 T’(z)1 E mo; 
see also [3]. 
Let r = 1 in the preceding paragraph. Fix any x E W and define the 
Poincare series 
(6.6) 
for x E D, , a E Hz n C. It is easily seen that the differential q,(z) dx is 
regular except for simple poles of residue fl at the points z 3 (3 
mod 9, and corresponds to a meromorphic differential on F, . Moreover, 
a term-by-term integration shows that: 
Therefore, qa(s) dz is a normalized Abelian differential of the third kind 
on [F, , f,l. Let z+Jz; X) be the normalized Abelian integrals of the first 
kind; du, = &z; X) dz. Then, by the classical period relations ([27, 
p. 36% 
2741&z; x) - u,(m; x)] = j=bL’“‘“’ T&Z) dz, 
where b E /3& , and the path of integration must be appropriately chosen. 
It follows then that 
u,(a; x) - u,(co; x) = & & 1% ( u ,y-$y” )s 
z 
(6.7) 
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for appropriate branches of the logarithm. Therefore, 
l a - Tb ). 
Observe that b is a dummy variable in (6.8), and so can always be kept 
well away from a. Simple uniform convergence considerations applied to 
(6.8) now show that yk(x; x) varies complex analytically in x. It follows 
then that matrix ( pjk) is complex analytic on N _C TO . More precisely, 
it is easily seen that 
(T&b - &a)( Tb - a) 
*” = k & log (TLkb - a)(Tb - L,a) ’ (6.9) 
where we have written Lk for L,,, , b and a are dummy variables, and 
appropriate branches of the logarithm are used. n 
Explicit formulas like (6.6)-(6.9) were studied by Burnside [13] and 
Schottky [28]; see also Baker [6, Chapt. 121. 
In the above proof, the formulas (6.6)-(6.9) are essentially absolutely 
convergent. As pointed out, however, such convergence does not hold 
universally. The general question of conditional convergence was raised 
by Klein [20, p. 7471 and appears to be unresolved; see also [26]. 
Because S, is a domain in C3ge3, it follows that ( Tg , @,), (U, , @+,), 
and ( Vs , QV) are Riemann domains over Sg; see, for example, [17, 
pp. 43-441. Let dr , dU , d, be the associated distance functions; let 
d,(x) = dist(x, as,). B ecause the projections G&-, QV, QV are covering 
maps, it is easily seen that dT = d, 0 DT , dU = d, o @, , d, = d, o Qv . 
If we now put Theorem B together with a result of Bers and Ehrenpreis 
[12], we conclude that the Riemann domain (T, , diT) is holomorphically 
convex. 
THEOREM C. The Riemann domains T, , U, , and V, and the Schottky- 
Koebe domain S, are all domains of holomorphy. 
Proof. We shall use the Oka pseudoconvexity theorem, as given in 
[7, p. 821 or [17, p. 2831. That Tg is a domain of holomorphy follows from 
the holomorphic convexity. Therefore, log dT([)-l is plurisubharmonic 
on T, . Because dr = d, o @, , we see that log d,(x)-l is plurisubharmonic 
on S, . Hence, S, is a domain of holomorphy. U, and V, can now be 
treated similarly. n 
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